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By Hemchand Gossai

Pickwick Publications, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Shoah is without question the defining moment in
modern history, and it has transformed the manner in which the Bible is read and how God is
understood. Questions that hitherto were rarely posed publicly must now be posed, and the human
drama born out of exile, bondage, and genocide must be reckoned with in a new light. These are
issues that are predicated on a faithful God to whom challenging and even unanswerable questions
must be voiced. So, how might the Hebrew prophets address such contemporary issues as imperial
militarism, eminent domain, trust and trauma, hunger and power, memory and shame, blame and
self-critique, madness and exceptionalism? The daring words of the Hebrew prophets must have
voices of testimony and witness in our time. This book speaks to that challenge. Hemchand Gossai
has gathered key emphases from the prophetic corpus with remarkable clarity and enabled a
sharp and thoughtful connection to contemporary issues. The prophets live again in this insightful
book! --Terence Fretheim, Luther Seminary, St. Paul, MN The voice of the Hebrew prophets
advocating justice and equality for all humans...
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Completely one of the best ebook I actually have possibly study. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. You can expect to like the way the
author write this book.
-- Josefa  Eber t-- Josefa  Eber t

I actually started looking over this ebook. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this ebook.
-- Efr en Swift-- Efr en Swift
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